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u.s. state flags quizu.s. state flags quiz

Which state flag is shaped differently than  
all other state flags? 

Which state flags have a bear on it?

What is the most common background color 
for state flags?

Which state flag has a sunflower on it? 

Which state flag has an anchor on it? 

How many state flags have an eagle on it?

Which state flag has a bison on it?

Which state flag features a tree?

Which state flag has pelicans on it?

Which state flag has a constellation on it?

Which state flag honors Native Americans?       

Which two flags look exactly the same except 
for one has a seal on it? 

Which state flag has its seal in the top left 
corner instead of the middle? 

Which state flag has three white stars in the 
center of the flag?  

Which state flag uses only red and yellow 
colors?  

Which state flag has an image of a president 
of the United States?

Which state flag features a yellow torch? 

Bonus! Which state do you think has the best 
flag design?

Bonus! Which state do you think has the worst 
flag design?

Bonus! What is Vexillology? 
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u.s. state flags quizu.s. state flags quiz
(answer key)(answer key)

Which state flag is shaped differently than 
all other state flags? Ohio 

Which state flags have a bear on it? Missouri 
and California 

What is the most common background color                     
for state flags? Blue

Which state flag has a sunflower on it? 
Kansas 

Which state flag has an anchor on it?    
Rhode Island 

How many state flags have an eagle on it? 
Six - Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, North Dakota, 
Pennsylvania, Utah

Which state flag has a bison on it?           
Wyoming

Which state flag features a tree           
South Carolina

Which state flag has pelicans on it? Louisiana

Which state flag has a constellation on it? 
Alaska

Which state flag honors Native Americans? 
Oklahoma       

Which two flags look exactly the same except 
for one has a seal on it? Florida and 
Alabama

Which state flag has its seal in the top left 
corner instead of the middle? Nevada 

Which state flag has three white stars in the 
center of the flag? Tennessee

Which state flag uses only red and yellow 
colors? New Mexico  

Which state flag has an image of a                         
president of the United States?  Washington

Which state flag features a yellow torch? 
Indiana

Bonus! Which state do you think has the best 
flag design? Student Choice

Bonus! Which state do you think has the worst 
flag design? Student Choice

Bonus! What is Vexillology? The study of the 
history, symbolism, and usage of flags or, 
by extension, any interest in flags in 
general. 
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